Chapter 2, Section 2
Life in Philadelphia
Overview
In 1787 Philadelphia was the leading American
city. This section describes the site of the Constitutional Convention in terms of its strengths
and weaknesses. The section provides insights
about the conditions of the summer of 1787 and
the daily lives of the delegates who gathered at
the Pennsylvania State House.

Lesson Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson students will be
able to:
• describe Philadelphia in 1787.
• compare Philadelphia's strengths and
weaknesses as the site of the Constitutional Convention.
• explain what was memorable about the
Pennsylvania State House.

Motivating Activity
Ask the students to imagine that Congress has
called for a meeting of representatives from the
states to a federal convention this year. Have
the students choose the city in which the convention will be held. Students may nominate
the city of their choice, stating reasons why
*they feel it should be the site of the convention.
List the cities on the chalkboard. Have the students develop a list of criteria for choosing the
convention site. Then have students vote for the
city they think best meets the criteria.
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Teaching Strategies
1. (basic/review) Have one group of students
make a chart comparing the advantages and
disadvantages of Philadelphia as the site for the
Constitutional Convention. Have other groups
of students do research to find out about the
other major cities of the time—New York,
Boston, and Charleston. Then discuss reasons
why Philadelphia was chosen rather than one of
the other cities.
2. (average) Have the students imagine that
they are delegates to the Constitutional Convention. Have them write a letter to their family describing conditions in Philadelphia during

Lesson Plans

the summer of 1787. Letters should tell about
the city, the weather, living accommodations,
and daily activities of the delegates.
3. (challenging/enrichment) Discuss the
delegates' decision to meet in secret. Then discuss Madison's role in taking notes about the
proceedings. Have students find out how the
tradition of closed meetings has influenced the
way government business is conducted today.
Then have students state their opinions about
whether all government meetings should be
open to the public.

Extension Activities
1. (basic) Have students imagine that they are
members of the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce in 1787. Have them prepare a video presentation proposing their city as the site of
the Constitutional Convention. Presentations
should highlight the advantages of Philadelphia
as a political and cultural center. Students
might use drawings of the city's points of interest in 1787.
2. (average) Have students work in groups
to create an authentic model of Philadelphia
in 1787. They should consult historical maps
and other references to determine the layout of
city streets and the locations of major points
of interest. They should use historical pictures
and drawings to design reproductions of public
buildings, businesses, and homes of the period.
3. (challenging) Have the students prepare
written reports comparing Philadelphia today
with Philadelphia in 1787. Reports might cover
topics such as culture and diversity, size and
population, urban problems, or historical heritage. Some reports might be written from the
viewpoint of a Convention delegate visiting
modern Philadelphia.

Multimedia Resources
Dateline 1787. Chicago: National Radio
Theatre, 1987. 14 half-hour programs dealing
with the Constitutional Convention.
Rossiter, Clinton. 1787: The Grand Convention. New American Library, 1968.
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